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SavantX launches SCAN: A search tool for online video content that enables students,
teachers and anyone working remotely to search and analyze video content in a fraction
of the time it takes to watch them
Jackson, WY -- SavantX has launched SCAN, a new digital tool for students, teachers and
anyone working remotely to quickly search and analyze video content. Using SCAN, users can
easily explore online video content such as lectures, presentations and meetings in a fraction of
the time it takes to watch them.
SCAN is built on SavantX’s patented HyperNAV interface that enables users to interact with a
3D map of keywords for each video and click thru to the exact clip where the keyword is
mentioned.
SCAN’s instant overview of video content enables users to explore and analyze content much
faster than any previous method, while also highlighting non-obvious connections between
keywords.
“SCAN heralds a new breed of video exploration tools optimized for students, teachers and
those working remotely,” said SavantX CEO Ed Heinbockel. “After COVID-19, we’ve all become
inundated with video content and up until now, there hasn’t been an effective tool for helping
people quickly explore and discover key concepts within them. SCAN solves this problem by
analyzing video content in a fraction of the time it takes to watch them, and gives users a visual
map of keywords that’s one click away from viewing the content where the keyword is
mentioned.”
SCAN is available now at https://savantx.com/scan and is free to use.
About SavantX: SavantX is a Jackson, Wyoming based technology company with a mission to
transform complex problems using artificial intelligence, machine learning and quantum
computing. The company was co-founded by CEO Ed Heinbockel, named one of the “Top 100
Thinkers of Our Time” by Newsweek Magazine.
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